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SECTION - A (Reading)
I. Read the following passage and answer the questions:

Abu, the camel used to eat a lot. So he was fat. And he had a big hump. But one day, Abu stopped eating, for

days he ate nothing. His hump become smaller and smaller. Soon he had no hump. That made Abu very sad.

Chaturdas, the fox shouted, " Look! Abu has no hump!" and all the animals laughed. After all, a camel  without

a hump does look funny, doesn't it?

Abu was sad,

"I know why Abu has no hump now. He hasn't been eating", said Kalyani, the elphant "Don't forget that

everything a camel eats goes in his hump" Abu now knew why his hump had gone away.  He began to eat

once again".  Slowly, his hump grew bigger. It is so big now that it has made some of his camel friends

unhappy!

Now answer the questions : 5 x 1 = 5M

1. Why was Abu fat?

2. Why did the animals laugh?

3. Why did Abu's hump become smaller?

4. Where is the food eaten by a camel stored?

5. How did Abu's hump become bigger?

SECTION - B (Writing)
II. Write a story for the following picture. 5M



SECTION - C (Grammar)
III. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronoun. 4 x 1/2 = 2M

a) The fridge is very old So ______ needs over hauling (it, its, their)

b) _______________ have done my work. (I / you)

c) Mr. Talwar has sold __________ house. (he / his)

d)  Now _____________ lives in a rented house. (he / his)

IV. Underline the concrete nouns and circle the abstract nouns in the following sentences. 4 x 1/2 = 2M

a) The beauty of hill  stations is worth seeing

b) The man had a great love for cricket.

c) Poverty is a curse.

V. Underline the adjectives in the following sentences. 2 x 1/2 = 1M

a) Soumya has a sharp brain

b) This is a new building

VI. Combine the two simple sentences with commas and conjunctions, to make

Compound sentence. 2 x 1 = 2M

a)  They are rich.  They are not honest. (but)

b)  He visited the India Gate.  He visited the Qutub Minar. (and)

VII. Make Adjectives with the following words by adding 'ful' or 'ous' . 4 x 1/2 = 2M

a) Beauty c) Fear

b) Danger d) Poison

VIII. Make sentences with the following adjectives: 2 x 1 = 2M

a) useful

b) generous

IX. Fill in the missing letters. 4 x 1/4 = 1M

a) an  __  i  __  nt c) h  __  sp  __  ta  __

b) en  __  ir  __  nm  __  t d) fr  __  c  __  __  re

X. Rewrite the sentences with the correct subject pronoun. 2 x 1 = 2M

1. You am not going to meet the director

2. I are travelling to Mumbai for their summer vacation

SECTION -D (Literature)
XI. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences. 3 x 2 = 6M

a) Why do you think Ammu wanted to ask jennifer about magic? How did she feel about the car?

b) Who took the bone and what did he do with it?

c) How did father's leg fracture?
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